Introduction

Vaccines have traditionally been the most effective means to fight infectious diseases and improve global public health. Vaccination given during childhood is generally harmless. Adverse events, if any, are usually minor and self-limiting; very few are serious and potentially life-threatening. To increase immunization rates and improve the quality of services, the surveillance of adverse events following immunization (AEFI) must become an integral part of any national immunization programme.

AEFI is “any untoward medical occurrence which follows immunization and which does not necessarily have a causal relationship with the usage of the vaccine” (1). Surveillance of AEFI is an important component of any national immunization programme. In 2001, 53% of all World Health Organization (WHO) member countries reported having a national AEFI monitoring system, an increase from 45% in 2000. The proportion among the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region was 59% in 2001 (2).
In the past decade, growing concerns about vaccine and immunization safety have emerged among the medical community as well as the public. To encourage countries to report AEFI with essential information, the Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) proposed in June 2012 a set of 22 simple and vaccine-specific minimum AEFI records (core variables). This revised set of variables should enhance the quality of data collected and enable national programme managers in WHO Member States to better monitor vaccine safety (3). In 1996, Oman launched its AEFI surveillance programme to address vaccine safety concerns.

In Oman, as of 2015, 12 antigens are included in the national immunization programme for children. The vaccination coverage levels increased substantially from 10% in 1981 to over 95% in 1995. Almost 100% coverage among eligible children has been maintained to date, which has had a considerable impact on the incidence of vaccine-preventable diseases in Oman (4). The completeness of AEFI surveillance data is nearly 95%. The critical missing data are usually completed through a feedback mechanism (4). Oman has a high-quality vaccine management system; in recognition of this, WHO assigned Oman as a vaccine management training centre. This centre organized 2 regional training courses in 2016. WHO congratulated Oman as the first country to achieve the highest EVM score for all criteria at all levels globally.

The Oman immunization manual, with its standard operating procedures, was published by the Ministry of Health in 2003 and includes a section on AEFI describing the causes, types and surveillance-related guidelines and procedures (4). The revised manual is due for publication in 2018. It is mandatory to notify all AEFI within 24 hours as per the Ministry of Health policy. All institutions at all levels of health care that provide immunization services and 47 vaccine-qualified private clinics are included in the surveillance network. The staff in the immunization section at health care facilities are trained in the identification of events and the reporting protocol, in addition to receiving ongoing in-service training. During periodic national supervisory visits, the staff are updated on new and/or revised policies.

The main objectives of this paper was to describe the trend of AEFI, detect new, unusual or rare adverse vaccine events and identify patient risk factors for particular types of adverse event. An analysis of surveillance activities for AEFI was done for 10 years (1996–2005) in 2010 (5). The current study presents an analysis of the data on AEFI reported over 2006–2015. The study also acts as an evaluation of AEFI surveillance.

**Methods**

The study was a record-based descriptive study of reported AEFI events where the date of vaccination or onset of the adverse event occurred between January 2006 and December 2015.
An AEFI was defined as any adverse event that occurred after a vaccination, which might be related to the vaccine itself or to its handling or administration (4,6,7). A serious adverse event following vaccination was recorded when a patient died, experienced a life-threatening illness, required hospitalization or when the condition resulted in permanent disability.

All medical events related to vaccines, usual or unusual, minor or serious, for which medical care was sought were considered, including all cases of: Bacille Calmette–Guérin (BCG) lymphadenitis; injection site abscesses; and deaths, hospitalizations and other severe or unusual medical incidents that were thought by health workers or patients to be related to immunization. Mild episodes of fever after receiving the pentavalent vaccine or mild local pain and swelling were not required to be reported. However, any event related to vaccine safety is given precedence in terms of treatment and follow up of cases.

The following were the main vaccines studied: BCG, diphtheria–tetanus–pertussis (DTP), pentavalent (DTP–Hib–HBV), hexavalent (DTP–Hib–HBV–IPV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), measles–mumps–rubella (MMR), injectable polio vaccine (IPV), pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV-7, 10, 13), varicella, influenza, diphtheria–tetanus (DT) and tetanus toxoid (TT).

The data were collected by the Expanded Programme of Immunization section of the Ministry of Health and compiled and analysed on a monthly basis by the Department of Communicable Diseases. The modified WHO recommended reporting form with standard case definitions was used (6). Regular feedback was given through monthly reports for follow-up and action. A compiled report was submitted to the WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean at the end of every quarter. All serious events as well as clusters of events were investigated within a reasonable timeframe.

**Data analysis**

The data were compiled in Microsoft Excel format and data analysis was performed using SPSS, version 17.0. Average annual population-based rates of AEFI were calculated for different variables using the estimated population for each year based on 2003 census data (https://ncsi.gov.om/). Dose-related AEFI rates were calculated by using the number of doses administered from the national database as the denominator. Relative risk (RR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using the national average as the reference. A P-value
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**Results**

A total of 890 AEFI reports were received during the period 2006–2015 from a total of 10 749 013 vaccine doses administered. The overall reporting rate for this period was therefore 8.3 per 100 000 doses administered or 21.4 per 100 000 population (based on the 2014–2015 population estimate). The annual AEFI reporting rates ranged from 5.4 to 12.3 per 100 000 doses during the study period. The highest rate was observed in 2007 while the lowest was in 2012 (Figure 1).

Table 1 shows the data by age, gender and governorate. The highest proportion of adverse events was among children aged 2 years (11.9%). The reporting rate per 100 000 doses administered was significantly higher among those aged

A marginally higher proportion of AEFI reports were from males than females (50.9% versus 49.1%). However, the reporting rate per 100 000 doses administered was significantly higher among females than males (9.6/100 000 doses versus 7.3/100 000 doses) (RR = 1.3, 95% CI: 1.2–1.5, P

The distribution of AEFI reports by province (regions/governorates) indicated that 3 regions had significantly higher rates of adverse event reports per 100 000 doses administered compared with the national average: Buraimi (19.4/100 000 doses; RR = 2.4, 95% CI: 1.7–3.2, P Table 1).

Table 2 shows the number of AEFI reports by type of reaction for the period 2006–2015. The most common adverse events were local reactions such as severe pain and/or swelling, accounting for 48.9% (435/890) of the reports over the 10-year review period, followed by BCG adenitis, accounting for 23.7% (211/890). Injection abscess was reported in 8.4% (75/890) of AEFI. However, the dose-related rates for all doses given showed that the 2 most commonly reported adverse reactions were BCG adenitis (31.1/100 000 doses) and local reactions (4.1/100 000). The more serious reactions were rarer – systemic reactions (0.8/100 000 doses) and injection abscess (0.7/100 000 doses). BCG adenitis was a significantly more common event after vaccination compared with adverse events following other vaccines (RR = 4.6, 95% CI: 3.9–5.4, P

Table 3 shows the distribution and rate of common AEFI according to the vaccine administered and type of reaction. Pentavalent vaccine was responsible for the highest number of AEFI reports (267, 30.0%), followed by BCG (257, 28.9%) and DTP (154, 17.3%). Although there were more adverse events associated with pentavalent and DTP vaccines, a majority of them were local minor events. For DTP, local reactions, injection abscess and systemic reactions
occurred in 83.1%, 7.8% and 4.5% of reactions respectively. For the pentavalent vaccine, 73.8% of the events were local reactions and 5.6% systemic reactions. The adverse events due to Hexa vaccine were much lower, 0.8 per 100 000 Hexa doses administered, with only local reactions reported and no serious or systemic events. For the MMR vaccine, 17% were systemic reactions, however, influenza vaccine had the highest proportion of systemic reactions (66%). The rate of BCG injection abscess was 7.4% or 2.8 per 100 000 BCG doses administered.

A total of 49/890 (5.5%) serious adverse events were reported, the majority of which were from the Penta vaccine (65.3%). The serious events included convulsions (26 cases), febrile convulsions (19 cases), anaphylactic reactions (1 case), and giddiness and temporary loss of consciousness (3 cases).

The BCG vaccine resulted in more adverse events per doses given (37.9/100 000 doses) mostly due to adenitis (82.1%). The rates were more or less similar for Penta and DTP vaccines, 15.1 and 11.5 per 100 000 administered respectively. There were 24 reports for the PCV (2.7 per 100 000 PCV doses administered) and 18 reports for the IPV (1.6 per 100 000 IPV doses administered) during the period of these vaccines’ use (2009–2015). There were 47 reports for MMR (3.6 per 100 000 MMR doses administered) and 12 for HBV (0.6 per 100 000 HBV doses) (Table 4).

Discussion

This paper is the continuation of our efforts to provide an overview of all reported AEFI during the period 2006–2015. In Oman, the Ministry of Health policy dictates mandatory notification of all vaccine-related adverse events within 24 hours (4). AEFI surveillance is complex because the association between the reported exposure(s) and outcome(s) is temporal but not always causal. Inadequate or misleading information may have an adverse effect on the analysis and interpretation of AEFI surveillance data. Identification, detection, prevention and appropriate reporting of AEFI are therefore essential to ensuring the safety of vaccinations.

We received 890 reports during 2006–2015, out of over 10 million doses of vaccines that were administered. The overall rate of AEFI for the 14 reported vaccine types was 8.3 per 100 000 doses administered, which is comparable to the rates (10.8/100 000 doses) in the previous decade (1996–2005) in Oman (5). Our overall reporting rates are comparable with Zhejiang province, China, which reported 9.2 AEFI per 100 000 doses during 2008–2011 (8). Highest rates were reported from the United States of America (USA), Australia and Canada. The USA reported a rate of 11.4 per 100 000 doses and Australia 13.9 per 100 000 doses (9,10). Canada reports varied from 14.8 to 10.1 per 100 000 doses in 2005 and 2012 respectively (11).
The AEFI reporting rates ranged from 5.4 to 12.3 per 100,000 doses during the study period. The highest rates were observed in 2007 and 2013, while the lowest was in 2012 (Figure 1). In 2006, we noted there was under-reporting of AEFI, hence an awareness campaign was conducted during 2007 which led to improved reporting and the higher rate seen in 2007. Another reason for the higher rate in 2007 could be the introduction of MMR as a second dose that year. The higher rate of 11.2 per 100,000 doses in 2013 followed the introduction of the MMR vaccine among post-partum women and the vaccination of certain high-risk groups, including all health care workers. A continuing periodic staff training programme resulted in a decrease in the AEFI subsequently.

Under-reporting can be a factor in passive reporting systems (12). Although the AEFI in Oman is largely a passive system, active surveillance was also undertaken during rumour verification, H1N1 vaccination and health care worker vaccination campaigns to prevent under-reporting.

The number of adverse events in females was significantly higher than in males. Other studies have reported more events in females, while others have reported only minimal differences between the sexes. Females typically develop higher antibody responses and experience more adverse reactions following vaccination than males (9, 11, 13).

The highest proportion of AEFI reports was among children aged 6.

Comparable to reports from the USA, Australia and Canada, the AEFI reporting rates varied between different provinces in Oman (9–11). Provincial variations exist for several reasons that may not be related to actual safety issues. These include variations in vaccination delivery (public or private), reporting rates, staff motivation and special vaccination programmes.

A rate of over 10 AEFI per 100,000 doses was found for 3 years in our study. In 2009, the higher rate could be explained by the active surveillance of the H1N1 vaccination campaign and in 2013, it was a result of strengthening active surveillance of adverse events among vaccinated health care workers.

The most common adverse events were local reactions (48.8%), such as injection-site hypersensitivity or oedema, rash and vasodilatation. Similarly, in Australia and Canada the most commonly reported adverse events were local reactions (10, 11). In contrast, the rate of serious
adverse events was lower (5.5%) compared with data from the USA in 2003 (14.2%) (9). Two other studies from Australia found rates of serious reactions of 1% and 9% of all reactions respectively (14,15).

Pentavalent and DTP vaccines were most commonly associated with adverse events. There were 267 and 154 reports respectively (2.5 and 1.4 per 100 000 doses administered) during the 2006–2015 period. An Australian AEFI study reported similarly higher rates for these vaccines compared with other vaccines, 46.3 and 46.6 per 100 000 population respectively (15). A report from China also showed higher proportion of adverse events for DPT vaccine (30%) (8). Adverse events due to BCG (37.9 per 100 000 doses) were at the lower end of expected rates (100–1 000 per million doses) (16). A Swedish study reported a higher rate of 1.9 per 1 000 doses of BCG vaccine administered (17). The rate of BCG injection abscess in our study was 31.1 per 100 000 doses administered which is lower than a study in Sweden, which reported 1.4 injection abscesses per 1 000 vaccinated children (17).

Serious adverse events are uncommon with Hexa vaccines (16), and in our study this vaccine produced fewer local/systemic reactions than other vaccines. Overall and serious adverse events have been considerably reduced as a result of the use of the Hexa instead of the Penta vaccine, probably because of the acellular pertussis component (18). In specific situations, e.g. the clustering of AEFI events following MR vaccination observed in October 1995, a detailed epidemiological investigation was conducted (19). A serious adverse event following DTP vaccine administration in the year 2000 was also thoroughly investigated (20). Thereafter, there has been no clustering of adverse events to date.

Convulsions are usually associated with the DTP vaccine. In our study, convulsions occurred in 4 per 10 000 doses and anaphylaxis in only 1 case. However, a report from WHO on vaccine safety showed that convulsions accounted for 1 in 12 500 doses administered with the DTP vaccine (16).

Table 4 compares the overall rates of AEFI for the different vaccines reported in other countries and in the previous study in Oman with the present study. The overall AEFI rates during the current study period 2006–2015 were lower compared with the previous years in Oman and also in other countries for all the reported vaccines. The variation in the AEFI rates could be due to different standards in the AEFI reporting systems of different countries. The comparison of the Omani AEFI data with other studies around the world should be interpreted with caution since the vaccines administered, immunization programmes, AEFI reporting system and presentation of data may vary considerably.
Limitations of this study include the use of retrospective, passive surveillance data which may result in under-reporting. Further operational research could be undertaken to identify and address the specific risk factors of AEFI.

**Conclusions**

In Oman, AEFI reported rates are similar to or below international averages. Surveillance of AEFI is always an integral component of a national immunization programme. As with any passive surveillance systems, under-reporting is likely. Continued efforts on the part of immunization service providers and public health practitioners are essential to strengthen and sustain the quality of AEFI surveillance in Oman. Addressing vaccine safety issues effectively preserves the integrity of the immunization programme and avoids undue concerns in the community.
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*Surveillance des manifestations postvaccinales indésirables à Oman, 2006-2015*  
**Résumé**


**Objectifs** : La présente étude avait pour objectif principal de décrire la tendance de la
surveillance des MAPI sur une période de 10 ans (2006-2015) et de comparer les résultats obtenus avec un rapport produit antérieurement à Oman ainsi que des rapports provenant d'autres pays.


Résultats : Au total, 890 rapports de manifestations indésirables ont été reçus, correspondant à un taux de 21,4 pour 100 000 personnes, soit 8,3 pour 100 000 doses administrées sur la période de l'examen. Les MAPI les plus fréquemment rapportées étaient l'adénite à BCG et les réactions locales – 31,1 et 4,1 pour 100 000 doses respectivement. Il n'y avait pas de cas rapportés de décès. Le vaccin pentavalent était responsable de la plus grande proportion de manifestations indésirables (30 %). Les réactions locales étaient la manifestation indésirable la plus courante parmi tous les vaccins administrés. Le vaccin hexavalent était à l'origine de moins de manifestations indésirables que le vaccin pentavalent, probablement du fait du composant anticoquelucheux acellulaire – 0,8 contre 1,5 pour 100 000 doses administrées respectivement.

Conclusion : Le taux global de MAPI (8,3 pour 100 000 doses administrées) est comparable au taux (10,8/100 000 doses) de la décennie précédente (1996-2005) à Oman. Les taux rapportés pour les vaccins individuels sont similaires ou inférieurs aux taux internationaux.
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